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ABSTRACT

Acute rheumatic fever (ARF) is historically defined as an abnormal immunologic reaction secondary to streptococcal infection. Aschoff’s bodies were suggested as pathognomonic findings in endomyocardial biopsies in 1904 by Ludwig Aschoff. Medical terminology of rheumatic heart diseases widely used interchangeably for any valvular or myocardial diseases for decades attributed to the kingdom of streptococcus associated heart attacks as the sole rheumatic diseases centuries ago. When the number of all rheumatic conditions were less than two or three. Considering to the friable connective tissue of valvular leaflets, this fact may make heart valves vulnerable in rather non-ARF rheumatic diseases. Before discovering conditions with potential valvular involvement during last 60 years, possibly most of them were ascribed to ARF-induced rheumatic heart disease and being managed accordingly. Critical issue in ascribing a diagnostic tool (Aschoff’s body) as a pathognomonic is domination on all mimicking conditions and full clinical expertise on all aspects of updated medicine. We think that most cases of so-called ARF may actually be diseases other than ARF and we should be careful in labeling patients with joint or valvular heart diseases as ARF. Remarkable decrease in incidence of ARF itself may be in part due to training and worldwide distribution of modern rheumatologist with more precise diagnoses.
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called pathognomonic feature of ARF is never ever clinically applicable unless after post-mortem period.

Considering to friable connective tissue of valvular leaflets, this fact may make heart valves vulnerable in rather all chronic (non-ARF) rheumatic disease spectrum. Before discovering conditions with potential valvular involvement, possibly most of them were ascribed to rheumatic heart diseases and being managed accordingly. Another confounding factor for establishing ARF as clinical diagnosis of joint problems was considerable response of some joint conditions to parenteral penicillin. This in part may be due to anti-inflammatory activities of PCN according our reports.

It seems that critical issue in ascribing a diagnostic tool as a pathognomonic is domination on all mimicking conditions and full clinical expertise on all aspects of updated medicine. This is the case when in modern rheumatology era, we are challenging with more than 100 different rheumatic conditions mostly introduced or developed after 1950s and major advances in the field of rheumatology emerged after years 1950s. The role of unbelievable development of laboratory or immunologic advances during last decades in differentiating different kinds and subtypes of rheumatic categories could not be underestimated.

This is interesting while ARF is an acute and clinical disease after a streptococcal infection with known clinical diagnostic criteria, Aschoff bodies are claimed to be pathognomonic for ARF in a case of fever of unknown origin (FUO) while according to most experiences by experts undifferentiated connective tissue diseases are more eligible to be a candidate for FUO.

For more clarification of hidden aspects of this topic we are conducting two projects; effects of crystalline PCN in immune effector cells and the other comprehensive review of patients with diagnosis of ARF in a cohort study. In the last study (under writing) we are showing that near all cases labeled as ARF during last 30 years, none of them had convincing evidence for ARF. We showed that major number of them has some classic or undifferentiated connective tissue diseases. (Unpublished data)

Taking together we can conclude that we think that most cases of atypical ARF may actually be diseases other than ARF and we should be careful in labeling patients with joint or valvular heart diseases as ARF. Remarkable decrease in incidence of ARF may be in part due to educating and worldwide distribution of modern rheumatologist with more precise diagnoses. This challenging issue basically recalls The Emperor’s New Clothes story!
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